1. Introduction. There are many results in the literature on special functions concerning the way in which a zero of a function changes with respect to one of the para.eters on which the function depends. Methods based on differential equations, in particular Sturaian are often useful in these discussions. Other _thods are related to integral representations for the functions and Seell to be provable, though not easily discoverable, by differential equations methods. Among these are methods based on Nicholson's formula [13, p.444J ..
and a cOllPanion formula Beyond its obvious use to show that c increases with v, More recently, I have tried to discover whether there is a natural way in which these formulas arise in a differential equations setting. I present such a setting here for Bessel functions but it is not clear to me yet whether the method applies to a general situation of which the Bessel function case would be a particular example. It turns out to be convenient to consider the more general formulas [2,7,13J
These are all valid for Re z > 0 with IRe(p. + v) I < 1 in (6) and (8) and IRe(v -11)1 < 1 in (5) and (7).
Clearly (1) is got from (5) by setting f.l = v while, as pointed out in [2J,
(2) (and hence (3» is got frOll (7) by dividing by p. v and letting II" v . Dixon and Ferrar [2, p.142] find an analogue of (2) based on a siJIilar treatllent of (8). The corresponding analogue of (3) is dc/dIJ =-(2c/1I') J K2£/(2c sinh t)[2t sin IJ1I' -11' cos lJW]dt , c > 0 , Ivl < i, o but this is both more complicated and has a smaller range of validity then (3).
3. A differential equations proof of (6). The proofs of (5), (7) and (8) are quite siJIilar to that which we will give for (6). We may clearly suppose that II and v are real and that z is real and positive and we write z =e' so that (6) becomes (9) GO
